
WELCOME TO LISKEARD SCHOOL 
DRAMA DEPARTMENT!

WE LOVE DRAMA HERE AT LISKEARD SCHOOL AND ARE PASSIONATE ABOUT HAVING FUN 
AND ENJOYING LEARNING IN THE  STUDIO!

OUR LESSONS FOLLOW THREE MAIN CONCEPTS: MAKE, PERFORM AND RESPOND.  

CHECK OUT THESE DRAMA CHALLENGES!  HAVE A GO AT ONE, TWO OR EVEN ALL OF THEM!

Challenge 1: Make!   Have a go at creating a “Role on the Wall”.
“Role on the Wall” is a well-used rehearsal technique that actors use to help them get into character.  
You draw the outline of a person and write facts about the character around the outside and how they truly feel on the 
inside. Some directors use massive bits of paper and draw around the actual actor!  It is called a “Role on the Wall” as 
traditionally it is stuck on the wall!
Your “Role on the Wall” can be done on a large or small piece of paper and you can do it based on a character you know 
really well.  This could be from a play, film, TV show, book, video game or you could even do it on yourself to help us get to 
know you!

Ms Farrow

Challenge 2: Perform!  Recreate a famous scene from a well-known movie.
Use whatever you can find as props or costume to act out a really iconic scene from a famous movie.  You could 
act out the scene or freeze the scene in an important part and take a photo!  We are doing this at school at the 
moment as a drama house competition so check out Ms Farrow’s entries!  Can you guess the movies? 

Challenge 3: Respond!  Review some live theatre.
Watch this YouTube clip from The National Theatre’s “One Man Two Guvnors”. This play is really funny 
because the physical and vocal acting is so strong. 
What are the actors doing to make their performance funny?
Think about:  Their positions on stage;  How they are with each other;  Their facial expressions; Their gestures 
and movement. Try to describe your thoughts clearly.

If you liked that clip, check out this one from  “The Play that Goes Wrong” by Mischief Theatre Company.

Mrs Stoneham

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Jyojvb8nvu8&list=PLA_KKGz6nQil78TurBIpfe22ZxbX1PsZB
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DOWO4gq-whg
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